Engage your students in a clue-directed hunt that promotes safety awareness on the coast

Tsunami Quest Field Trip
Opportunity for students grades 3-12
great for school groups or afterschool programs

Fall 2018: Bandon, Charleston, Warrenton or Astoria

Help your students better understand what to do in the event of an earthquake and tsunami at the coast! Tsunami Quests are a fun and experiential way for kids and adults to practice evacuation and learn about tsunami safety. Use maps, follow directions, and find clues in the environment that will lead to high ground and a hidden box. There are four new self-guided Tsunami Quests in Oregon ready for testing. Which one will you try?

Oregon Coast Quests will provide assistance with field trip planning, short pre- and post-assessments for you to administer to your students, and support for bus transportation and substitutes.

For more information, contact cait.goodwin@oregonstate.edu

Student transportation and substitute reimbursement available